
PIE CRUST   (Cooks Illustrated) 

 

I used about 2/3 to 3/4 cup of liquid instead of 1/2 cup - otherwise did just what it 

says.   
 

Makes enough for one 9-inch double-crust pie or two 8-inch single crust. 

 

2 1/2 cups (12 1/2 ounces) unbleached all-purpose flour  

 

1 teaspoon table salt (I used sea salt)  
 

2 tablespoons sugar  

 

12 tablespoons (1 1/2 sticks) cold unsalted butter, cut into 1/4-inch slices  

 

1/2 cup cold vegetable shortening, cut into small bits  
 

1/3 cup cold vodka  

 

1/3 cup cold water (I put the vodka and water in the freezer in an aluminum 

measuring cup for about 1/2 hour)  

 

Cut up the butter and shortening into little chunks on waxed paper and put the whole 
thing in the freezer for about 20 minutes.  

 

1. Process 1 1/2 cups flour, salt, and sugar in food processor until combined, about 2 

one-second pulses.  

 

2. Add butter and shortening and process in pulses until homogeneous dough just 
starts to collect in uneven clumps (dough will resemble cottage cheese curds and 

there should be no uncoated flour). Scrape bowl down with rubber spatula and 

redistribute dough evenly around processor blade. Add remaining cup flour and pulse 

until mixture is evenly distributed around bowl and mass of dough has been broken 

up, 4 to 6 quick pulses.  

 

3. Then add while pulsing (through the spout) the vodka and water over mixture 
until dough is tacky and sticks together. It should come out of the processor easily 

and not stick to it.  

 

4. Divide dough into two even balls and flatten each into 4-inch disk. Wrap each in 

plastic wrap and refrigerate at least 45 minutes or up to 2 days. It should be really 

cold before you roll it out, and hard like a stick of butter.  
 

I rolled mine on two sheets of waxed paper sprinkled with flour, and rubbed flour on 

the rolling pin now and then too. I made it pretty thin because it was a big pie plate 

but there was still some left over after I trimmed it. 


